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The Metropolitan Bureau of Investigation (MBI) continued its mission to
remove criminal organizations engaged in Narcotics, Vice and
Organized Crime from Central Florida. The MBI Task Force unites
local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies in a joint effort to
combat these criminal organizations. During 2007, the U.S. Postal
Inspection Service and the U.S. Secret Service joined MBI, bringing the
total member agencies to fourteen.
This year you may notice a change in the annual report’s format; the
annual report along with other pertinent correspondence and press
releases will now be displayed on the MBI website, MBI-Police.org.
The Executive Summary, Narcotics Section, and Vice Organized Crime
Section reports are now consecutive, to provide a better understanding
of MBI’s mission. It should be noted that 85% of the available
investigative resources were focused on narcotics organizations and
15% of these investigative resources were directed at vice/organized
crime enterprises.
The section reports which follow include several investigations that
received national media attention, including an investigation into the
largest supplier of steroids and human growth hormone in the nation
and another investigation that exposed a homeland security threat
involving weapons and drug smuggling by employees at the Orlando
International Airport. The Narcotics Section report highlights a number
of other investigations that resulted in 160 drug trafficking level
defendants and the seizure of more than 10 million dollars in illicit
narcotics. The Vice/Organized Crime Section report includes investigations into the largest escort service in Central Florida, illegal massage
parlors, and the investigation that is an example of a nationwide
disgrace of many phone books and weekly distributed newspapers
supporting and deriving money from the escort service industry.
In 1975, State Attorney Lawson Lamar envisioned and created the
Organized Crime Strike Force; a small unit which was later renamed
the Metropolitan Bureau of Investigation Task Force (MBI), and
expanded in 1978 to include the mission of mid-level narcotics and
organized vice enforcement. The MBI concept of law enforcement and
state prosecutors working as a team in a multi-agency task force has
proven highly successful and continues to support Central Florida’s
image as a family oriented metropolitan area that is a safe place to live
and visit.
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Annual Report 2007
This Year’s Major
Investigations

OPERATION WHICH DOCTOR

A long term telephone intercept investigation was
conducted into illegal steroid and human growth
Targets Arrested
hormone sales by Signature Pharmacy, formerly the
2
Inside
Storysupplier of steroids & human growth hormone
largest
in the US. This investigation
gained national attention,
3
Inside Story
due to the media coverage of increasing steroid
abuse
by sports figures
and young people. Following
4
Inside
Story
the service of two search warrants at the Orlando and
Naomi
NaomiLoomis
Loomis
Winter
Park locations 5of Signature Pharmacy, the Task
Inside
Story
Force of eleven (11) local, state, and federal agencies
6
Inside
Storyone and a half
seized
large U-Haul trucks full of
prescriptions, records, steroids, and growth hormones
to catalog and analyze for evidence exhibits. Witness
interviews, court proceedings, and evidence analysis Stan Loomis Mike Loomis Kirk Calvert Claire Godfrey
is continuing. A companion investigation by the New
York Attorney General’s Office resulted in the arrest of the above listed targets. The US Attorney’s Office
is now prosecuting the case, and indictments are expected in the Fall of 2008.

OPERATION ORANGE CRUSHER

Undercover Buy #1

During a long-term investigation
of firearm/narcotics smuggling at
the Orlando International Airport,
the FBI, MBI, and ICE introduced
undercover agents into the
organization. During the investigation, MBI undercover agents
purchased 15 assault rifles, 17
handguns, 2.5 kilos of cocaine,
125 grams of crack cocaine, 44
grams of heroin, and body armor.
All of the arrestees were charged
federally. This investigation also
gained national attention as it exposed a homeland security threat
to the aviation industry and to
weapons being supplied to
narcotics organizations in Puerto
1

Rico. Based upon the results of
this joint investigation, security
changes in employee screening at
the O.I.A. were implemented.

Undercover Buy # 2
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Operation Scallywags aka Puerto Rico Express
MBI, FDLE, United States Postal
Inspection Office, ICE, DEA, and OCIB
agents conducted a ten (10) month
telephone intercept investigation into
a group of narcotics traffickers who
utilized the US Postal Service to send
multi-kilo packages of cocaine to the
Central Florida area from Puerto Rico.
Over the past year this organization
Packages containing Kilos of Cocaine
was responsible for trafficking Suspects caught on video examining
Sent via the U.S. Postal Service
shipment of cocaine
approximately 50 kilos of cocaine per
week. Agents conducted five search warrants and attempted to serve 33 federal arrest warrants to conclude Operation Scallywags. Additionally, it was learned that members of this organization were involved
in a number of murders, shootings and other violent crimes. During the operation, 84 kilos of cocaine,
$138,614 in US currency, four handguns, three motorcycles, three SUVs, and three cars were seized. 32
of 33 members of this organization were arrested. The MBI Technical Investigations Unit was vital to the
success of the operation, as advanced surveillance technology was used throughout the investigation.

Operation S ea-O-Pea a.k.a. Diogi’s Revenge
This investigation was initiated following the murder of Deputy Matt Williams
in Polk County and targeted the Central Florida branch of his murderer’s drug
trafficking organization that was headed by Jason Parker. This long-term
investigation was completed by a task force of agents from OCSO-SID, OPD,
MBI, FDLE, DEA, and ICE. Two (2) search warrants were served and ten (10)
suspects were arrested. A total of six (6) firearms, $500 in counterfeit US
Currency, and approximately 3.5 pounds of cannabis were seized. Additionally, a cooperating defendant provided information concerning two (2)
unsolved homicides in Orange County, Florida.

Jason Parker

Jason Parker

FIFTY KILO SEIZURE
DEA, MBI, FDLE, and ICE agents conducted a fifty (50) kilo cocaine
takedown at the Longwood rest area on I-4. Following long term
negotiations with the target, Victor Beltran-Rodriguez, an associate, Sergio Jacabo-Rojas, took a DEA confidential informant to the
rest area, where they met Liuadalis Martin-Almaral and Cristo
Hidalgo-Sanchez. Martin and Hidalgo were in control of a truck
containing the 50 kilos of cocaine.
DEA, MBI, and ICE agents
conducted the takedown and arrested Jacabo, Martin, and
Hildago. 50 kilos of cocaine and $20,000 in US currency were
seized. MBI Agents arrested the target, Beltran, as he exited a
flight at Orlando International Airport, enroute to supervise the
sale and to pick up the buy money for the 50 kilos.
2
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O p e r a t i o n Fa m i l y A f f a i r

OPERATION GREENHOUSE

MBI, OCSO Narcotics, ICE,
DEA, USSS, FDLE, and the
Florida Attorney General’s
Office of Statewide Prosecution conducted a roundup for
Operation Family Affair, a long
term investigation into a drug
trafficking and identity theft Skimming Device
organization, led by Shawn Newsome and based
Shawn Newsome in Apopka. This investigation resulted in the arrest
of eleven (11) subjects in Orange County for charges including: Racketeering , Conspiracy to Commit Racketeering, Cocaine Trafficking,
Conspiracy to Traffic in Cocaine, Uttering Forged Bills, Checks, Drafts,
or Notes, Possessing Certain Forged Notes, Bills, Checks, or Drafts,
Identity Theft, Grand Theft, and Conspiracy To Use A Credit Card Skimming Device or Re-encoder to Defraud.

MBI agents were contacted by a
confidential source regarding a
subject attempting to consolidate
a number of closet-sized grows
and wanted to locate a residence
in which to set up a single large
indoor cannabis grow. Agents
learned the suspect was going to
use a residence on East Muriel
Street, Orlando. Agents, during

1412 Pounds Marijuana Seized
Over the course of several days, DEA, FDLE, and MBI agents conducted the controlled delivery of 936 pounds of cannabis at 9781 S.
OBT. Two arrests were made, and a search of a suspect’s apartment
at 2904 Raleigh St., Orlando, Florida, revealed an additional
476 pounds of cannabis and $22,000 in US currency.

Seizure 1

Suspect Tending the Grow House

surveillance, watched the target
set up a grow operation for 127
cannabis plants. During the
course of approximately 2 weeks,
the target visited the residence
daily. The MBI Technical Investigations Unit was able to capture
the visits on evidence videos.
During an undercover transaction, the target sold two ounces
of cocaine to the undercover
Agent. The target was arrested
without incident.

Seizure 2

MILLION DOLLAR SENSIMILLA SEIZURE
The OPD Uniform Drug Unit, MBI, and DEA agents
received an anonymous tip concerning a large cannabis grow at 14872 Hidden Trail Road, Orlando,
Florida. The tipster said that the growers were in
Sensimilla growing in pots the process of harvesting the crop. Following surSensimilla hung to dry
veillance, a knock and talk was conducted. A search revealed a large scale cannabis grow inside of an
abandoned house. A total of 355 pounds of Sensimilla cannabis was seized. Because of the high quality
of the cannabis, the value of the seizure was estimated at $1,065,000 ($3,000 per pound).
3
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Operation Delta

Operation Night at the Roxbury

The Orlando Police Department
conducted a large-scale crack down in
the Parramore area of Orlando, due to
an increase in violent crime. MBI
assisted with the operation by making
undercover street-level video buys of
crack cocaine from eleven (11)
suspects in the Parramore area. A total
of 230 arrests were made during the
r o u n d u p ,
including
the
street-level
dealers, making
a
significant
impact on the
quality of life in
the area. One of
the
dealers
a r r e s t e d ,
Anthony White,
s u p p l i e d
Anthony White
cocaine to two
street-level dealers and had a lengthy
rap sheet with thirty-seven (37) felony
arrests.

A local nightclub was shut down after ABT declared the club an
immediate danger to health, safety, and welfare to the general
public. This action followed several months of undercover
investigation, which resulted in ABT, MBI, and OPD agents
executing a search warrant and alcohol inspection at Roxy’s
Night Club, 740 Bennett Road, Orlando. The VIP Manager at
Roxy’s was arrested at the club and charged with sale
and delivery of MDMA. A
bartender at Roxy’s, was
arrested at his residence
and charged with trafficking
in MDMA. ABT executed an
emergency order, preventing
the club from serving alcohol
until a hearing could be
conducted. Upon discovering
that the club had been
refilling empty bottles of expensive liquor with less expensive
product, ABT seized the altered liquor. The club eventually
settled with the State of Florida and received a 60-day liquor
license suspension, 2 years of probation on the liquor license,
a $20,000 fine, and a $19,000 repayment of the cost of
investigation.

Operation Orlando West

The MBI Narcotics Section completed 145 investigations; many
of them were worked jointly with other agencies, and resulted in
charges against 229 subjects. Of those subjects, 160 were
charged with Trafficking in controlled substances, such as
cocaine, heroin, methamphetamine, cannabis, and MDMA.

The Orlando Police Department Drug
Enforcement Division, assisted by MBI
agents, conducted a long term
investigation targeting a drug trafficking organization led by Michael A.
McCoy.
During the course of the
operation, four search warrants were
conducted and seized were: four handguns, $68,357 in US currency, 35
pounds of cannabis,
and 705 grams of
cocaine. Statewide
Prosecutors Office
arrest warrants were
obtained and served
on 21 subjects, 8 of
which were for Trafficking in Cocaine.
4

Michael A. McCoy

Narcotics Section Summary

During 2007, the agents of the MBI Narcotics Section, working in
conjunction with other law enforcement agencies and
prosecutors conducted eleven criminal investigations of licensed
alcohol establishments, and were responsible for dismantling
eight narcotics trafficking organizations and disrupting ten other
organizations.
(An organization consists of five or more
individuals who join together for the sole purpose of trafficking in
narcotics.) As a result of the 2007 investigations the member
agencies of MBI seized $10,356,445 in narcotics to include
Cocaine, Methamphetamine, Heroin, Cannabis, Ecstasy, and
Diverted Prescription drugs, fifty firearms, and $609,221 in cash.

O PERATION W EEKLY S HAME

An investigation that concluded in 1997, and a subsequent investigation
which concluded in 2007, provided evidence that the Orlando Weekly, Inc.
was engaging in Racketeering by Deriving Support from Prostitution, and
Aiding and Abetting Prostitution. Based on AP media reporting, this is the
only known prosecution of a publication corporation in the nation for such
charges. In addition, the Orlando Weekly Classified Advertising Director
and two Classified Account Executives were arrested and charged with
Deriving Support from Prostitution & Aiding and Abetting Prostitution. The
Orlando Weekly publication subsequently took issue with the belief that
the MBI was violating the Orlando Weekly’s First Amendment rights. Once
the undercover video clips were aired by the mainstream media, the
Orlando Weekly muted their claims. The case is currently pending
prosecution with the State Attorney’s Office.
• Advertising at the Orlando
Weekly and Craigslist
Supporting Prostitution

C RAIGSLIST . ORG

Brian
Kate
Matt
In addition to addressing advertisements
Martin
Miller
Whiting
placed
by
prostitutes
in
the
Orlando
Weekly,
• MBI complaint letters sent
to the Orlando Weekly
the MBI also sent letters to the executives of Craigslist, Inc. at their office in
and Craigslist C.E.O.’s
San Francisco, California. The letter pointed out the numerous arrests for
posted on MBI-Police.org
prostitution made by MBI agents of advertisers using the Craigslist Erotic
• Central Florida’s Largest
Services section. Specific cases of arrests involving sex trafficking were also
Escort Service owner
mentioned. The letter requested that the Erotic Services section be removed
charged with Money
Laundering
from Craigslist.org, since there is no viable reason for the Erotic Services
• Smuggling of Korean and
section to exist other than to promote prostitution. The MBI received a
Chinese women to work
response from a law firm on behalf of Craigslist.org, stating that Craigslist is
in illegal Massage Parlors
a victim of users violating their terms of use and that inappropriate content
should be flagged by other posters for removal. The response letter further
advised that the Erotic Services section was created due to customer complaints that escort advertisements were infiltrating other sections of Craigslist.org. The MBI responded by sending follow-up letters to
the CEO of Craigslist and the CEO of eBay, a partial owner of Craigslist, that the flagging system was not
effective and attached numerous Craigslist advertisements that proved this point.
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GROWTH OF ASIAN
MASSAGE PARLORS
The Metropolitan Bureau of Investigation
(MBI), United States Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE), and the
Florida Department of Health (FDH) have
been investigating Asian Massage Parlors
for several years and during these
investigations have made fifty-one (51)
arrests at twenty-one (21) different Asian
Massage Parlor establishments. These
arrests included charges for Prostitution,
Practicing a Healthcare Profession
Without a Valid License, Possession of
Marijuana, Possession of Cocaine and
Deportation for Immigration Violations.
MBI, ICE, and FDH agents first began
investigating Asian Massage Parlors for
Human Trafficking for Sexual Exploitation,
and Prostitution violations. However,
none of the Korean or Chinese employees
contacted by agents during the investigation verified that Human Trafficking had
occurred. In addition to the erotic
massage parlors in storefront locations,
the investigating agencies have also
found that a number of the advertised
Asian massage parlors in Central Florida
have been operating out of residences
rented for the sole purpose of prostitution.
Thirteen (13) arrests were made at nine
(9) of these residential prostitution
operations.

OPERATION SNAP
DRAGON
An eighteen month investigation conducted by agents with the MBI, ICE,
and FDH, which targeted local Asian
Massage Parlors acting as fronts for
Prostitution, resulted in charges
against Gloria H. Morris, the owner/
operator of Spa Serenity Asian Massage Parlor, located at 6750 Orange
Blossom Trail, Suite B-5, Orlando, Florida. Gloria H. Morris, a
Korean National, was charged with Racketeering, twenty (20)
Counts of Engaging in Prostitution, nine (9) Counts of Deriving
Support from the Proceeds of Prostitution & Maintaining a
Place of Prostitution.

OPERATION CHINA DOLL
After a two-year investigation by MBI, ICE,
and FDH, an Orange County woman, Li Ping
Ding, was charged by MBI with running a
large scale Massage Parlor Prostitution
Operation in Central Florida. Li Ping Ding
was charged with Racketeering & Maintaining a Place for Prostitution, in connection
with operating ten (10) Central Florida
massage parlors—three (3) commercial
storefront Asian Massage Parlors and
Li Ping Ding
seven (7) residential Asian Massage
Parlors, where prostitution-related arrests have occurred.
Customers of the commercial storefront massage parlors and
the residential massage parlors were paying up to $160.00
per visit for illegal sex acts. During the investigation, an
undercover MBI and OPD agent, were able to gain the trust of
Li Ping Ding, and she explained to the agents how her
prostitution service operated. As a result of the MBI arrests,
Li Ping Ding placed an ad in the
Orlando Weekly offering to sell
her massage business. Li Ping
Ding was contacted by a
“potential buyer,” who turned out
to be another undercover MBI
Vice Agent. During their meeting
and prior to her arrest, Li Ping
Ding told the “potential buyer” about the profits that could be
made in her “type of business.”
6
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CENTRAL FLORIDA’S LARGEST ESCORT
SERVICE CLOSED

Ethan Green

The owners of Girls Next Door escort service, Ethan and Tiffany
Green, were charged with Money Laundering and promoting/
managing prostitution by MBI and IRS agents. Agents conducted a
search warrant on Ethan and Tiffany Green’s residence and seized
information on employees as well as more than four hundred
customers. Sixteen of the employees and fifty customers were
interviewed during the investigation. More than Half a Million
Dollars in cash and properties were seized as a result of the two
year investigation into Central Florida’s largest escort service. The
escort service solicited customers by advertising in the Orlando
Weekly and on the internet.

OPERATION
HAMMER TOE
A television reporter informed MBI of possible
criminal activity involving a subject impersonating a physician and practicing Podiatric
Medicine without a license in Winter Park,
Florida. As a result of an investigation by the
MBI Physicians/Pharmaceutical Crimes Unit,
the individual posing as a doctor and the
licensed Physician operating the Advanced
Foot and Ankle Clinic at 2045 Glenwood Drive,
Winter Park, Florida, were both arrested after
an undercover MBI agent was treated by the
pseudo-doctor. The licensed physician, Syed
Amouzegar, was charged with two counts of
Culpable Negligence, Thomas Grillo, aka
Wayne Finelli, was charged with two counts of
Practicing Podiatric Medicine without a
License.

Dr. Syed Amouzegar
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Wayne Finelli aka
Dr. Thomas Grillo

Orlando Weekly Ad

A Word on Vice Enforcement from
Vice/Organized Crime Section
Commander Paul Zambouros
Vice investigators do a tremendous job of keeping our
community free from the negative influences of the vice
culture. This is often a thankless job, as the vice
industry attorneys often respond to arrests by spinning
the facts in an attempt to confuse the public. The MBI
utilizes problem oriented policing strategies when
dealing with organized vice problems in the community
including: strict enforcement, seeking cooperation,
asking the local media to expose the problem, dropping
charges in exchange for cooperation, or reaching a
settlement if it solves the community problem.
Longtime Central Florida residents can see the results
of these strategies by all of the illegally operating local
businesses that have now closed since MBI’s inception:
36 strip clubs, 61 massage/body scrub parlors, 11
nude/lingerie performance rooms, 3 adult theaters, 9
adult video arcades, 12 improperly zoned Adult
Businesses and 293 advertised escort services. The
resources necessary to maintain this progress have
been reduced to 3 investigators, in a jurisdiction with
over 3,100 sworn officers. These three investigators
are charged with regulating the remaining Vice
businesses to ensure they are operating legally. Their
efforts are in part why our community has a worldwide
image as a clean, tourist friendly, family oriented
community, free from the influence of widespread vice
operations.

